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Logline
A boy who struggles with his past as a child soldier escapes into his dream world only to be caught up
in a nightmare where he has to make a choice over life and death.
Synopsis
“Born in Battle”, tells the story of Oneka, a former twelve year old child soldier who has escaped the
clutches of his rebel masters. In order to survive his past he escapes into his own fantasy, a world far
away from his nightmarish present. The life he seeks fades the tighter he grips. Fantasy twists back to
reality and when he stands in front of his parents and sister, he has to make a choice - life, death, and
the path that decision will take him.

Q&A with Director and Writer YANGZOM BRAUEN
What was your motivation to write and direct this movie? How did the idea come to you?
Daniel Stanca-di Marco from ArteLibera approached me after he read an interview about me in a
publication in the French part of Switzerland. Daniel asked me, if I would be interested in writing a
short film (fiction) about the subject of child soldiers. He did guarantee me absolute creative freedom
right from the start. Besides, he was very open to my suggestions. Needless to say, I was interested
right away. I started my research two years ago, well aware of the touchy subject. I read quite a few
books about this topic, watched a lot of films and read many, many testimonials from former child soldiers from all over the world. I quickly realized, those children coming back from the war have to live
through horrific nightmares. The same goes for Vietnam veterans of course. Post dramatic stress disorder, depression and sometimes even suicide. Through my research, I realized that the majority of
current documentaries and feature films were focused on the children in the actual event of battle and
war, rather then focusing and coping with the aftermath of their awful experiences. This was basically
the principal part of my study. I collected child soldier testimonials from Asia, South America, the Middle East and Africa, only then I decided to put all my collected material into one single, strong voice.
That of the young child soldier Oneka. 70% of all child soldiers are boys, therefore I decided to tell the
films story through an African boy, representing and acting for all child soldiers around this world.
Most of the Voice over is based in harsh reality. Because that is the reality these child soldiers have to
go through, day in and day out. They dream and hope for a better life in the near future, in a save and
pleasant First World like ours. I tried to understand these children; what are their dreams and yearnings? I wanted to make their horror visible on screen. We see the film through their eyes. They are
veterans like any other war veterans. The only difference, they are children and their brain is not fully
developed, which leaves bigger scars on their mind and soul. Just recently, I read about how ISIS is
training young children on how to decapitate bodies. They actually practice on dolls in their training
camps. I collected good memories from my childhood. That included birthday parties, playing with
dolls and spending time with my family. And exactly those images are neglected from any child who
is forced going to war. How can they ever play with dolls again? The memories of what they experienced will always haunt them their entire life.
What message do you want to share with „Born in Battle“? Who do you want to share it with?
I certainly want to share this film with children and adults. Talking about child soldiers is a pressing issue at the moment with so many trouble spots around the world. We are facing Boko Haram in Nigeria and ISIS just to name a few. Both organizations are using child soldiers. It is also well documented
that the Obama administration is giving military aid to foreign governments using child soldiers. Just in
September of 2015, the White House waived a ban on military aid to the Democratic Republic of Congo, Somalia, Nigeria and South Sudan. In all four nations, international observers have documented
the use and abuse of child soldiers by these government forces - with the exception of Nigeria.
It is important that young people in our civilized world have a connection to likeminded children and
teenagers in different parts of the world. Switzerland is a country where we don’t have to fear war at
all. We live in a privileged society and we are rather spoiled. We need to educate children that this is
not the norm. I think through the medium of film as a universal language, we will be able to connect
to children and adolescents. When I was recording the French, Italian and German version of my
film with child actors aged 13 -15, they were touched by the words they had to say. These kids even
approached me and asked, if they could show this film in their schools and if I would come and talk
about it. It made me happy to see young children becoming aware and interested in such an important topic.
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Yangzom Brauen
Director - Writer - Producer
Yangzom Brauen is a Swiss-Tibetan actress, writer and director who studied at the
University for Theater and Music in Berne, Switzerland. She started working in independent theater projects in Switzerland and Germany. Shortly thereafter, she was cast and
guest-starred in a well-known Swiss sitcom ‘Manne Zimmer’ for National Swiss Television Network. Yangzom’s career would take off establishing her as a well-known actress
in Europe.
She directed her first award winning feature film ‘Who Killed Johnny’ in 2013 with a theatrical release in Switzerland. She continues working as a director as well as a writer
and actress. The short film “Ruprecht” won the audience award at the Short Film Long
Night L.A. Film Festival in 2014.
She wrote her bestselling book, a memoir about three generations of Tibetan women
called “Across Many Mountains” published by St.Martins Press, in 2008. The book is
translated into 12 languages. She currently lives in Los Angeles.
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Nadia Fares
Producer
Nadia Fares has written and directed several highly acclaimed films. Her first feature film
“Honey and Ashes” won 18 awards at many international film festivals. Her TV drama
“Small Differences”, was part of the prestigious series of ARTE, France. She has also
directed several short documentaries on social-political issues for RTS/ TV5 Monde.
She is a graduate from New York University, TISCH School of the Arts, where she has
received her Master of fine Arts in Film and Television. During her studies she has
assisted Krzyszstof Kieslowski, who became her mentor on her first short film «Sugarblues» who won the Stanley Thomas Johnson Award.
She has taught at film schools and held workshops all over the world. She is currently
working on a feature in the U.S. and two original series for the international markets.

Gerold Wunstel
Co-Producer
Mr. Gerold Wunstel a German - U.S. citizen started out working in the TV & Film industry in Berlin, Germany. Before he decided to move to San Francisco, CA. Gerold stayed
in the City by the Bay for six years, while keeping himself busy as a hand model, voice
over talent, commercial actor and film actor as well.
For the last twelve years Gerold is living in Hollywood, still working as an actor, but now
also pursuing a career as a screenwriter and producer. His latest projects include “Who
killed Johnny” a feature film where he worked as a co-producer which won several
comedy awards as well as the short film “Ruprecht” which he wrote and produced andwon several festival awards.
In “Born in Battle” his third film he is the co-producer.

Alexa Ihrt
Director of Photography
Alexa Ihrt was born and raised in 1972 in Hamburg, Germany. After attending the International Film Workshops in Rockport, Maine she decided to pursue an education in
film. She applied to and was accepted at the American Film Institute in Hollywood and
moved to Los Angeles in 1995. She earned her degree in Cinematography in 1998, and
at that time developed a love for lighting that became the fundamental base for her Cinematography.
For the last 17 years, Alexa has shot commercials, features, short films, music videos
and documentaries in all formats and all over the world - from the United States to Europe, Africa, Asia and India. Being exposed to, and working with, different cultures and
people has broadened her range of vision and perspective.
Her love and devotion for cinematography and being a part of collaborative efforts have
been the driving force for Alexa’s passion in telling genuine and authentic stories.

Mark Tschanz
Composer
Mark Tschanz is a Swiss musician and score composer who has worked in the film industry since 1994. He composed the soundtrack to 2:37 in 2006.
In 2014 some album activity started again as Chillbillyman and as composer producer
for and album by the Sony Music artist Carlos Leal.
In 2012, he began Producing albums for other artists.
His album; Blue Dog was released in 1996. The second track “Love Song” is the theme
music for the popular video gaming podcast “Digital Cowboys”

Isabelle Fournet
Editor
Born and raised in Mallorca, from a French father and a Swedish mother, Isabelle alternates her work between the arts and the audiovisual field. She carries the cultural heritage of Europe.
At 20 years old she made a short film in 3D computer animation, “Staphiloccocus Aureus”, first prize winner Worldfest Gold Award 2001 (Huston, USA). Her filmography is
followed by a 16mm short film made in Paris: “Le syndrôme de Peter Pan” (2003), who
has been acclaimed internationally renowned festivals receiving several awards.
A multidisciplinary artist busy between Europe and America, edits documentaries and
films, she does animation, writes and paints.
Always involved in the contrast between humanity and darkness, looking for the light
and recycling herself to show the magic of life, what we all seek, the light in our blind-

Heike Fademrecht
Costume Designer
Heike Fademrecht is a versatile costume designer whose work includes theatre, dance,
opera, film and commercials.
She holds an MFA in Costume Design from University of Hamburg/Germany. She has
created classic characters and new and unusual creations.
She began her career at the Hamburger Schauspielhaus’ in Germany.
Heike believes that costume design is a vital art i.e it is not only illustration or embellishment but a means for the communication of ideas. Successful design takes the story,
characters, and facts, and translates them through an emotional and artistic lens. Furthermore, she has a good head for figures, organisation and improvisation.
Since 1995 she has been constantly working all over the world. Heike also has broad
knowledge of both traditional and military costumes from all eras and continents.

Barbara Lamelza
Hair & Make Up
Barbara Lamelza’s beauty career began in Berlin in 1989. Training under the mentorship of Oscar winning hair and makeup artist Hasso Von Hugo in the arenas of opera,
theatre, and film, Lamelza worked on numerous amazing productions including “Phantom of the Opera.” She spent the next 7 years broadening her skills by working in the
fashion and advertising industries, and in 1995, relocated to Los Angeles to work with
celebrities in both film and print.
Lamelza has had the opportunity to work with countless A-list celebrities, including
Scarlett Johansson, Mila Jovovich, Glenn Close, and Hugh Jackman, James Franco,
and Olivia Wilde. Her work has been featured in many renowned publications such as
Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, Cosmopolitan, Glamour, and Elle UK. She has worked alongside some of the top photographers in the industry including Rankin, Miles Aldridge,
Christian Schuller, and Phillipe Kerlo, and has been the key makeup or the key makeup
and hair artist on several movies with directors like Wim Wenders, Rodrigo Garcia, and
many others.
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